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From award-winning actor Maulik Pancholy comes a hilarious and heartfelt middle grade debut
about a gay Indian American boy coming into his own. One of Time Out's “LGBTQ+ books for
kids to read during Pride Month,” this is perfect for fans of Tim Federle’s Nate series. A Stonewall
Honor Book!Rahul Kapoor is heading into seventh grade in a small town in Indiana. The start of
middle school is making him feel increasingly anxious, so his favorite person in the whole world,
his grandfather, Bhai, gives him some well-meaning advice: Find one thing you’re really good at
and become the BEST at it.Those four little words sear themselves into Rahul’s brain. While he’s
not quite sure what that special thing is, he is convinced that once he finds it, bullies like Brent
Mason will stop torturing him at school. And he won’t be worried about staring too long at his
classmate Justin Emery. With his best friend, Chelsea, by his side, Rahul is ready to crush this
challenge.... But what if he discovers he isn’t the best at anything?Funny, charming, and
incredibly touching, this is a story about friendship, family, and the courage it takes to live your
truth. 
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AuthorCopyrightAbout the PublisherChapter 1Chelsea and I are playing Just Dance in the
basement when my grandfather, Bhai, calls down the stairs. “It’s the last day of your vacation!
You kids need to get out of the house!”“Maybe later!” I yell back up. The song comes to a finish,
and Chelsea throws her arms in the air and bows with a flourish. “We’re just in the middle of
something right now!”“You’ve been locked away in that basement all summer!” he calls back
down. Then his voice grows sly. “How about we have a race around the neighborhood?”“Should
we go up?” Chelsea tugs on her T-shirt to air out the sweat.I love hanging out with my
grandfather. I really do. But lately I’ve been avoiding playing out in the street. I mean, who wants
to risk running into someone from school over the summer? Isn’t nine months of the year
enough?“Bet I can beat you in a race from our house to Mr. McCarter’s Jeep!” Bhai says,
refusing to give up. Then he pauses and adds, “If you win, I’ll teach you how to pop a wheelie in
my wheelchair!”I look at Chelsea with my eyebrows raised. Bhai’s wheelies are pretty awesome.
Plus, we both know he’ll be home alone all day when we head back to school tomorrow. It’d be
nice to spend some time with him. She shrugs as if to say “Why not?”“Fine, you’re on!” We
clamber up the stairs.“I call referee!” she yells as we follow Bhai out the front door.Before we
make our way into the street, I do a quick sweep of the neighborhood. Except for Dad’s band
rehearsing in our garage, it’s a ghost town out here. Probably because it’s August in Indiana and,
like, two hundred degrees out.The race is on.I hop up and down to loosen my limbs as Bhai
wheels in next to me. “Whoever touches the Jeep first wins!” He tugs on his wool hat and adjusts
his cardigan, his eyes twinkling in my direction. Even though it’s sweltering, Bhai never strays
from his signature look. He has a Mr. Rogers–worthy supply of cardigans. I think all Indian
grandfathers do.“On your marks!” Chelsea’s voice slices through the thick summer air.I curl my
lip and throw my best “you better watch out” look in Bhai’s direction. The sun gleaming off his
wheelchair stings my eyes.“Stop! Wait! I can’t see!” I yell.“Rahul!” Chelsea suppresses a laugh
as I bat away at the green and black sunspots dancing in front of my face.“Sorry, sorry!” I shove
my glasses back up onto my sweaty nose. The green lawns and giant oak trees lining our street
come back into focus.Chelsea runs her hands through her short blond hair and starts again. “On
your marks!”“One more second!” I bend over to fiddle with my shoelace. “I think this knot’s a little
loose.”Bhai raises his hand. “Excuse me, Chelsea, are there rules against this kind of stalling?”“If
there aren’t, there should be.” She shakes her head at me. “Your shoes are fine, Ra. Plus, my
dad’s going to be here soon to pick me up! Now, get set!”“Hold up!” Now I’ve gone and untied
the whole thing.“GOOOOO!”I retie it just in time to see Bhai fly past the starting line. He slams
his hands over and over onto the tires of his wheelchair with lightning speed.“No fair!” I yell,



taking off. But he’s already ahead of me.“Very fair!” He shouts, throwing his head over his
shoulder to shoot me a devilish grin. He bursts into a full-throated laugh.Bhai has the world’s
best laugh. It’s like two scoops of mint-double-chocolate-chip ice cream and a family trip to
Disney World all rolled into one.“I think your other shoe is untied too!” Bhai hollers back at
me.“Huh?!” I stop to look.Chelsea facepalms. “Really, Ra?”Oldest trick in the book. Bhai might
be seventy-two and in a wheelchair, but he’s competitive as all get-out.I bite my lower lip and
take off for a second time, pumping my arms like a madman.You might be thinking, how on earth
could a twelve-year-old kid not beat a seventy-two-year-old man in a wheelchair? Well, you
haven’t met Bhai. He maneuvers that chair like it’s a Lamborghini.We also have an agreement:
he doesn’t baby me just because I’m twelve, and I don’t coddle him just because he’s got sixty
years on me. In fact, he’s the one who insisted I call him “Bhai.” It’s pronounced kinda like “buy”
and it means older brother.When I asked him why, he said, “Because you should always be able
to tell me anything that’s on your mind, as though I’m your older brother.” Which is weird,
because I prefer that my younger brother, Arun, not tell me anything at all.I’m just a few feet
behind him now, and Bhai whips his head over his shoulder again and taunts me. “It’s just to Mr.
McCarter’s Jeep! You better catch up!”“You’re going down!” I scream, surprised at how out of
breath I’m getting. How is he going this fast?Dad’s band down the street is scoring our every
move, and the music pumps through my straining muscles. Chelsea is chanting, “Go! Go! Go!” in
the background.We’re neck and neck now. I squeeze every last ounce of energy into my
legs.The trees are streaks of green and brown on either side of me. I narrow my eyes onto the
Jeep parked across the intersection of Oak Street: the finish line.And then, suddenly, a voice
shatters my concentration.“Oh my God!” it snickers. “This has gotta be the most pathetic thing
I’ve ever seen!”Oh no. I know that voice.Chapter 2Of all people, why does it have to be Brent
Mason? And why does he have to be in my neighborhood today?Brent is my worst nightmare.
The kind of nightmare that comes complete with splotchy red skin, a million freckles, dirty-blond
hair, and a sweaty, hulking body that is way too big for a twelve-year-old. And, at the moment,
he’s coming out the front door of Justin Emery’s house.“Aaah!” he fake-shrieks, pointing at Bhai.
“Help! Someone’s escaped from the nursing home!”Luckily Bhai is too far away to hear him, or
Brent would get an earful about disrespecting his elders. Brent ambles across Justin’s lawn in a
muscle T, annihilating patches of innocent grass with his gigantic flip-flops. A dandelion snaps in
half underneath him.“Hi, Brent.” My voice comes out pinched. “That’s my grandfather. And he
doesn’t live in a nursing home. He lives with us.”I look down at Bhai. He’s almost to the Jeep
now.Chelsea’s screaming, “Rahul! Go!”“I gotta go,” I say, and start to take off. But Brent starts
jumping up and down, raising his hand in the air. “Wait, wait, wait! I have a serious question!” he
deadpans. “Would you call that thing that you’re doing ‘running’?” Then he doubles over
laughing.The screen door slams shut behind him, and Justin walks out onto his front porch.I try
not to stare, but Justin looks different. What is it? He’s definitely taller. And did he grow some
biceps while he was away at camp? Or is it just the football perched under his tanned arm that
makes it bulge like that? He shakes his light-brown bangs out of his eyes, and I swallow.“Yo, J.,



did you see how Rahul runs?” Brent guffaws. “This is what it looks like.” He starts flailing his arms
and kicking his legs around every which way. One of his flip-flops goes flying through the
air.Justin and Brent have been lumped together ever since the sixth-grade football team won the
homecoming game last year, making them middle school heroes. So of course they’re hanging
out. But it’s just my luck they would be at Justin’s house today of all days.Justin smiles at me
sympathetically. “Hey, Rahul, how’s your summer been?”It’s hard to imagine the two of them
having anything in common besides football. They’re polar opposites. Brent’s a jerk and Justin
is . . . well . . . Justin’s perfect. Once, Trina Drexel literally fainted when he said hi to her in the
hallway. He waited patiently by her limp body until the nurse came. Some say he even gave her
CPR. A week later, they started dating.I mean, how nice is that?“Duuuude!” Brent gestures down
the street. “Grandpa’s going in for a crash landing!”I spin toward Bhai just in time to see him
throw his front wheels up in the air, whirl his whole chair around, and slam it backward into Mr.
McCarter’s Jeep. He throws his arms up in victory.Shoot. I just lost the race. Because of stupid
Brent.Justin palms the football, holding it up near his ear, making his bicep bulge again.I cross
my arms to hide my own scrawny muscles. “Well, I better go.”“Buh-baiiieeee!” Brent says.Justin
tosses the football, and Brent runs down the lawn after it. He catches it in his stomach and body-
slams himself into the ground, yelling, “Touchdown!” He wriggles his legs around like a
cockroach.Bhai starts wheeling toward us, and out of the corner of my eye I see Chelsea
heading our way, too. Her hands are on her hips.“Uh-oh.” Brent heaves himself upright. “Looks
like your girlfriend is pissed.” He wraps his arms around himself and pretends to shiver. “I’m so
scurrrrred.”“She’s not my—” I try to explain, but Brent cuts me off.“Yeah, I know. There’s no way
you’d ever have a girlfriend.”Then without any warning, he crosses all the way back to where I’m
standing and squeezes his pecs together until it looks like the green veins on his neck are going
to burst out of his skin. “Woof!” he barks. He throws his head right in front of mine, the effort
turning his sweaty face bright red.“What are you doing, Brent?” Chelsea doesn’t mask her
disgust.“Nunya biz!” he says.Chelsea rolls her eyes, but before she can say anything else, Justin
interrupts. “Hey, what’s that music coming from your house?”I hear Dad’s band down the
street.“That’s Bollywood music, young man.” Bhai wheels up. “Bollywood with a twist.”Dad and
his two best friends, Vinay Uncle and Jeet Uncle, grew up in India listening to pirated cassette
tapes of Air Supply. (Those are Dad’s words, which always make me think of a bunch of cassette
tapes dressed like pirates.) Air Supply is a 1980s British-Australian soft-rock band known for
sappy romantic songs like “All Out of Love” and “Even the Nights Are Better,” the lyrics to which
NO ONE should ever have to hear their dad sing.Recently they had the bright idea of forming
their own band called Bollywood Supply, specializing in Air Supply cover songs. Except they
sing them in Hindi. And to date, generally off-key.“Bollywood?” Brent chortles. “Is that like,
“YiYiYiYi-YaYa-Yaaaaaaah? Ee-Ee-Ee-Ee-YaYaYaaaah?” His voice is high and nasal as he flings
one arm behind his ear and one arm out in the air. He waggles his head and his shoulders
around in a really bad imitation of a Bollywood singer.“That’s not at all what it’s like,” Bhai says,
his voice firm.“Well, anyway!” I spin around. “We should really get going!”“Brent’s the worst! Why



was he all up in your face like that?” Chelsea asks once we’re out of earshot.“That boy is a
terrible singer.” Bhai shakes his head. “Not to mention dancer.”As we walk up to our driveway,
Vinay Uncle and Jeet Uncle are packing their synthesizer and tablas into their cars. Dad says
goodbye to them and then tips his head our way. “Were you guys playing in the street?” he
asks.“I hope you kept your eyes open,” he says before we can answer. “Some of the drivers
around here have no concept of the speed limit.”Cars—as if. The real danger is people popping
out onto their front lawns with no warning at all.“We know,” Chelsea and I mumble.But Dad’s on a
roll now. “Just the other day, this high school kid came into the emergency room. Instead of
reversing his car down his driveway, he accelerated it up his driveway. Into his own garage door.
Can you believe that? So don’t ever assume drivers are paying attention.”Having a dad who’s an
ER doctor means having to hear hospital horror stories on the daily.“Was he okay?” I ask,
casually peeking down the street to see if there are any damaged garage doors I hadn’t noticed
before.“He was fine. But that’s not the point, Rahul.” Dad ruffles my hair. “The point is, you have
to look out for yourself.”He struts up the driveway, humming a tune under his breath.Chelsea and
I let out the giggle we’ve been holding in. Bhai clears his throat. “Are you guys forgetting
something?”“What?” I ask.“Oh yeah!” Chelsea grins. “You won!”“That’s right!” I bear-hug Bhai
from behind his wheelchair. “Did you leave a dent in Mr. McCarter’s Jeep?!”“I hope not!” Bhai
says, throwing a hand up into the air. And Chelsea and I know exactly what he wants. We lean in
for a BRiC, which is a secret high five that the three of us invented, named after our initials: Bhai,
Rahul, and Chelsea. We had to throw in the i because we needed a vowel to make it a word. I
beat u in a three-way tie.The BRiC involves an up-top high five, a slap on the way down, a patty-
cake swipe in the middle, dancing fingertips, and a mini hand explosion to finish it all off.Some
might say it’s too much. I say it’s perfect.“That wheelie was epic, Bhai! Will you teach me how to
do one anyway?”“Why would I?” he chastises me. “You stopped running halfway through!” Then
he smiles and lowers his head. “Although I would hate to give you both the wrong impression.
You know that winning isn’t what it’s all about.”“We know.” I nod. “It’s about—”“Just kidding!
Winning is everything! And I am the winner!” He lets out one of his famous laughs, tips his
wheels into the air, and then rolls up the driveway, leaving Chelsea and me shaking our heads
and laughing.We hear the sound of Mr. Wilson’s worn-out station wagon pulling up to the
curb.“Daaad,” Chelsea moans. “You’re early!” She acts annoyed, but aside from me, Chelsea’s
dad is her favorite person in the world. He’s like the poster man for single parenting, and it’s an
undisputed fact that Chelsea’s a total daddy’s girl.“I’m right on time!” he says, leaning out the
window. “Besides, it’s not like you two won’t be together all day tomorrow. Can’t believe you
kiddos are going to be seventh graders already. Where does the time fly?”“We’re not ‘kiddos,’
Dad!” Chelsea sighs. “Well, I guess I gotta go.”“Bye, Chels.”As she turns to walk down the
driveway, she makes her voice as low as possible and imitates Bhai. “I am the winner!”We both
crack up all over again.Chelsea gets in the car, and I wave at the back of Mr. Wilson’s station
wagon as it sputters off, his bumper sticker reminding me that “Dinosaurs Didn’t Believe in
Climate Change Either.”When they’re gone, I turn to look down the street toward Justin’s house.



From here, Justin and Brent look like tiny little action figures playing with a toy football. I’ve had a
whole summer without having to think about kids like Brent. But tomorrow . . .The front door flies
open behind me and Arun’s head pops out. “Rahul! Hurry up! We’re ordering pizza!” He scurries
away, leaving the door wide open.I head inside and stop in the foyer. From the kitchen I hear
Arun squealing, “Let’s get TWO larges! Extra cheese on both! And cheese inside the crust!”Mom
laughs. I hear Dad say, “Arun, cheese is not a vegetable. You need to eat more vegetables.”I pull
the door shut behind me and lean up against it. I picture Brent’s Bollywood dance, and how his
flip-flop flew through the air when he imitated the way I run. Tomorrow is the first day of seventh
grade, which means I’ll see him almost every day now for the rest of the school year. I feel a
tinge of panic in my stomach.I turn around and lock the dead bolt. Then I unlock it and lock it one
more time.Chapter 3“RAHULARUN! LET’S GO!” Mom screams up the staircase, running our
names together. “Let’s not be late on the very first day!”I check myself in the mirror over my
dresser one last time, biting my lip and desperately trying to smooth my hair down. I practice a
first-day-of-school smile. Ugh. Braces. One day, maybe when I’m super old, like twenty-five or
something, these’ll finally come off.I grab my backpack and hoist it over my shoulder. I’m
opening my bedroom door when I stop and toss my bag back down on the floor. I triple-checked
it last night before bed, but I can’t shake this nagging feeling that I’m forgetting something. I unzip
the top front pocket. Three new mechanical pencils. Check. Two blue pens. Check. One red pen.
Check. An eraser. Check. One container of hand sanitizer. Check. I zip it shut.I unzip the main
pocket. Two new five-subject notebooks. Check. Summer math homework nestled safely inside
a manila folder. Check. Language arts textbook. Check.“I MEAN IT!” Mom is
relentless.“Coming!” I yell back, forcing myself to trust that I have everything.I barrel down the
hallway, only to hear the exhaust fan running in the bathroom. I bang on the door. “Arun! Time to
go!”No answer.“ARUN!” I bang harder.Still no answer. I turn the doorknob and open the
door.Except that I can’t. It runs right into Arun’s fully clothed body. Passed out in the fetal position
on the carpet.He looks up at me. “Sorry, I was brushing my teeth and I got so tired I had to take a
nap.”“NOW? You just got up!”“But I’m still tired,” he whines. “It’s not fair. Why does school have to
start so early?”“Come on already!”We both plop ourselves down on the bench by the front door
and extract our sneakers from the shoe-filled cubbyholes below us. Like most Indian families,
we’re a shoes-off-at-the-front-door household. Bhai wheels in to hand each of us our lunch bags,
and Mom hurries in behind him. She slides on a pair of heels and slips her arms into her suit
jacket.You’d never guess that she was up at five thirty a.m., had her morning neighborhood
power-walking group at six, and that after she drops us off at school she’ll head into the office to
work all day. Mom’s the CEO of this company that designs parts that go into satellites. Which
means when I look up at the sky, even though I can’t see it, I know there’s stuff that she made
circling the planet.We quickly hug Bhai goodbye, and Mom’s hustling us out the front door, when
Dad comes running down the hall with his camera, topped by a ginormous flash, strapped
around his neck.“Hold on! Hold on! We have to get a picture!”“Dad, we’re late,” I moan. “We still
have to pick up Chelsea.”“You only leave home for the first day of school once in your lives!” He



pauses. “Well, I guess twelve times in your life. Thirteen if you count kindergarten. Actually,
fourteen if you count preschool. You know what? Who’s counting? Get together. It’s just one
picture!”One picture becomes, like, twenty, and then Dad makes us all do a selfie with Mom and
Bhai in it, which takes forever because you can’t actually see if anyone’s in the shot when you
turn a real camera backward. “Trust me, this is way better than using a phone,” Dad says. “One
day you’ll thank me.”And then finally, miraculously, we’re off.First stop is Chelsea’s house. Mr.
Wilson confirms that he’ll pick us up in the afternoon, gives Chelsea a hug, and then slides the
van door shut behind her.Next stop is Arun at the elementary school. He crosses his eyes and
sticks his tongue out at us as Mom tries to plant a goodbye kiss on his cheek.And then, finally,
we pull up to a two-story redbrick building lined with windows trimmed in white.Greenville Junior
High.Chelsea and I take the concrete stairs two at a time. My pulse starts to race as we enter the
hallway. This is the same building where we had sixth grade, but somehow everything feels
different now.“If it isn’t the inseparable Rahul Kapoor and Chelsea Wilson! Welcome back!” Mr.
Hayden, our math teacher, falls into a quick step behind us. “Hurry, hurry. Morning assembly is
about to start. Everyone’s almost inside now. I trust you kids had a good summer,” he says as he
ushers us along, past rows of double-high beige lockers. “How’d you do on the summer math
homework, huh? I’ve heard some grumbling that it was too hard this year.”“It wasn’t that bad,” I
say. I picture the neatly filled-in packet tucked away in my backpack. I was careful to do all my
problem-solving in a separate notebook, and to double-check everything. That way I could write
in just my final answers and supporting work in a clean and orderly fashion in the packet.“Speak
for yourself,” Chelsea grumbles. She half looks over her shoulder at Mr. Hayden. “That question
about the number of jelly beans in Claire’s jar was a bit of a bummer, to be honest.”“Well, if it
wasn’t a challenge, how would you learn?” Mr. Hayden chuckles, pushing open the double doors
of the morning assembly room.Every morning at Greenville Junior High, the entire school
gathers together in Baker’s Hall before first period to hear announcements from Principal
Jacobson.The squeals of three hundred middle schoolers—“No way, you cut off all your hair!”
“Your dad let you go to Six Flags? I’m so jealous!” “You got a pet snake?!”—greet us as the doors
fly open. Kids are scrambling over chairs, giving each other hugs, and sharing photos on their
phones.Chelsea and I don’t have phones yet. “Not enough research on all the negative effects!”
Dad had said. “You can wait another year.” Unfortunately for Chelsea, Mr. Wilson had listened to
Dad.We make our way to the seventh-grade section, which is a total cliquefest. We like to sit
right up front, which means we have to pass, well, everybody on the way up. We’re almost there
when we run into a group of eighth-grade guys walking in the other direction.“Chelsea?” David
Nguyen says, waving at the rest of his group to go on. “Hi. Oh, cool. Love the button!” He points
at the “Get Woke, Stay Woke” button pinned to her suspenders.Chelsea just stares at him.“So,
what’s up?” he says. “How was your summer? What’d you do?”“It was good. Pretty good. You
know . . . good.” Chelsea rocks on her heels. “What’d I do? Hmm. Hung out. With Rahul. A bunch. 
My dad took me to a concert. For world peace. We camped.”It’s like suddenly she’s lost the
ability to form full sentences.“Very cool,” David says, and Chelsea teeters back so far, I hover my



hand behind her just in case she fully tips over.“Hey, Rahul! Hey, Chelsea!” Jenny Ikeda, who’s in
our grade, comes bounding up to our group, her straight black hair pulled back in a ponytail.
“How are ya?”But before we can answer her, a crumpled piece of paper goes whizzing by us. We
all turn to see Brent standing on a chair, hollering, “Oh heyo, wazzup!” He waves his arms in the
air. Then he points two fingers at his eyes and then at me. Back and forth. Back and forth. “I see
you, Rahul!”Chelsea whips around and yells back, “Uh, we see you too, weirdo! What’s your
problem?”David touches her arm, and Chelsea’s face turns a light shade of pink. “Don’t even
pay attention to him, Chelsea. He’s a waste of space.”The bell rings, and we all scramble to our
seats. Principal Jacobson walks up to the podium. She brushes her tight black braids behind her
ear and leans into the microphone. “Welcome,” she says, “to what I’m sure is going to be the best
school year ever.”Chapter 4It’s almost the end of the first week of what is supposedly “the best
school year ever,” but I can’t wait to get home.Turns out not paying attention to Brent doesn’t
really work. It seems like this whole week, he’s everywhere I turn. And because this is my life, of
course I got assigned the seat right behind him and his gargantuan neck in final-period
math.The squeak of Mr. Hayden’s dry-erase marker on the whiteboard makes my skin crawl. He
writes out “Join the Mathletes!” Then, with a flourish, he adds two underlines. “Any takers?” He
whirls around to face the class.“Bueller? Bueller?” He chuckles to himself. Our entire seventh-
grade math class stares back at him blankly. “Nobody gets that reference? Ferris Bueller?” Mr.
Hayden sighs. “Okay, never mind. But be sure to ask your parents about that one. It’s a
classic.”More blank stares. I feel bad for Mr. Hayden. It’s not just that no one knows who this
Ferris guy is. It’s also that it’s the last period on a Friday. Everyone is just waiting for the bell to
ring.Brent leans back in his seat. I choke on an internal vomit as I count the dandruff flakes
floating in his tangled hair. One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Gross.“Anyhoo”—Mr. Hayden claps his
hands together—“as I was saying, I want you all to consider joining the Greenville Junior High
Mathletes this year. I’m hoping to put together an amazing team. Maybe, just maybe, this will be
the year that we finally advance to the State Mathletics Competition!”A couple kids snicker, and I
hear someone whisper, “Nerdfest!”Mr. Hayden gestures to the wall, where it says “Math: The
Only Subject That Counts” in cutout construction-paper letters along the top. Below that, next to
Mr. Hayden’s favorite “π, anyone?” poster, hang, like, a million certificates, ribbons, and
photographs of past Mathletes teams.But there are no trophies. Or medals.“We’ve done pretty
darn good,” he says, and his voice gets all gravelly, like the guy who does all those movie trailers.
“But we’ve never gotten to states.”Gina Carvallo raises her hand and asks if the Mathletes
schedule will be the same as last year, because she’s also considering Science Club and wants
to know if she can do both. Now the whole class groans. Mr. Hayden tells everyone to be quiet,
and then starts to answer her, but I don’t hear what he says because Brent turns around in his
desk and plants his freckly face right in front of mine. “You gonna be a Mathlete? Aren’t, like, all
your people good at math?”“Um, actually, math’s not really my thing,” I say. “What about you?
You going to join any clubs this year?”A solitary dandruff flake tumbles out of Brent’s hair and
flutters ever so slowly toward my desk. I try my best not to look at it, but it’s just too mesmerizing.



Brent notices it too. We both watch as it softly touches down on my math book.Uh-oh.I fling my
hand up to cover the page, but he’s already seen it. There, on the top right-hand corner of page
six of Math for Everyone! For Seventh Graders!, I have been doodling hearts.Lots of hearts. Like,
a series of little hearts inside bigger hearts, hearts stacked on top of each other, hearts with
shading on one side of them to make them look three-dimensional. Lots of hearts.“What the
heck?!” Brent snorts. His arm shoots out and punches Justin, whose desk is right next to his, in
the shoulder. “Yo, J., check this out. Rahul’s in love with his math book!”Justin peers back at
me.“I’m not in love with my math book.” I bite my lip and shake my head. “Duh. I hate math!
Doesn’t everybody?”Justin shrugs. “It’s all right. It’s just hard.” He turns back around.“If you hate
it so much, then explain the hearts.” Brent’s breath is hot on my face.“Brent. Rahul. Everything
okay back there?” Mr. Hayden leans over his desk at the front of the classroom. “Are you boys
paying attention?”“Yes,” we answer in unison.Brent swivels back around in his seat. I wipe the
lone dandruff flake off my book and quickly flip the page over. Then I lean over the side of my
desk and unzip the top pocket of my bag to get my hand sanitizer. Who knows what kind of
germs dandruff might spread?“Good. Now that we’re all listening”—Mr. Hayden shoots a
warning look at Brent and me—“Gina, just like last year, practice will start off on Tuesdays after
school, for an hour a week. Then we’ll start doubling down in the winter to prep for districts in
February. And hopefully states in March. And I promise all of you, you’ll never have more fun
taking a math test!”He looks out at the class for a response, but the room is still blank stares.
“Alrighty then. Speaking of tests, I’ve finished grading your summer math packets. So why don’t I
hand those out now?”I’m putting my hand sanitizer back in my bag when a rubber band smacks
me in the side of my neck.“Wha?” I shriek as quietly as possible. I glance over at Mr. Hayden, but
he’s shuffling through the stack of math packets on his desk.“Who were the hearts for?” Brent’s
turned all the way around in his chair again.“No one.” I sit up in my desk.“Then why’d you draw
them?”“I don’t know. No reason.”“There must have been a reason. If you’re not in love with your
math book, who are you in love with?”“No one.”Justin looks back again to see what all the
whispering’s about, and I smile weakly at him.“Wait a minute.” Brent contorts his face so hard
that all his freckles get rearranged. “Were the hearts for Justin?”“What? No!”“Why’d you just look
at him, then?”“I didn’t. He looked at—”“Oh my God. Gross. I knew it! You’re—”“Brent and Rahul.”
Mr. Hayden’s voice surprises me, making my knees slam up against the desk. “Brent, if I have to
tell you to turn around one more time, I’ll have to move you.”Please move him, please move him,
please move him.Brent turns back around, and I look across the room to find Chelsea quietly
waving at me. She mouths, “Are you okay?” I’m nodding yes to her when a stubby finger jabs me
in the forehead.“The hearts were for Justin, weren’t they?”“Brent. Shh. Come on, we’re gonna
get in trouble.”“Just answer my question.”“What?”“Were the hearts for Justin?”I set my jaw and
don’t say anything.“They were, ’cause you’re gay, aren’t you?”“What?” I dig my toes into the
insides of my shoes. Mr. Hayden is two aisles away from us, still handing out those stupid
packets.“Admit it. Say you’re gay.”I stare at the whiteoard.“Just say it.” Now he’s hissing at me.
“Say it!”I can’t take it anymore. “I’m not!”“Yes, you are. Admit it, and I’ll turn around.”“Brent!” Mr.



Hayden throws his arm up in the air. Two math packets go flying out of his hand and zigzag to the
ground. “Enough already! Face forward this second, or I’m sending you to Principal Jacobson’s
office.”Brent’s jaw muscle ripples, but he keeps staring right at me. No one moves. The second
hand on the clock at the back of the classroom tick-tick-ticks monstrously into the silence.
Brent’s upper lip curls ever so slightly, and a flicker of defiance flashes behind his eyes.And then,
finally, he turns around.“Thank you.” Mr. Hayden bends down to pick up the fallen papers.Like a
gift, the bell signaling the end of the entire school week finally rings.“Hang on one sec!” Mr.
Hayden calls, half the math packets still in his hands. “Let me finish handing these out.” But it’s
too late. The whole class is making a beeline toward the door.I pop up out of my seat, but I’m not
fast enough. “Rahul, could I speak with you for a second?”“I’ll wait for you outside, okay, Ra?”
Chelsea calls from the doorway.Mr. Hayden waits until everyone is gone. Then he lowers his
voice. “Hey, was Brent bothering you over there?”“No. No. Not at all. We were just talking.” I hoist
my backpack up. “I mean, he was talking. I told him it could wait until after class. Obviously.”

The Best at Bucees, The Best amarillo zoo

Chirp, The Blackbird Girls, The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez, All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave
Rescue of the Thai Boys' Soccer Team (Newbery Honor Book), The First Rule of Punk, My Year
in the Middle, How to Become a Planet, Leaving Lymon (The Finding Langston Trilogy Book 2),
This Is Your Brain on Stereotypes: How Science Is Tackling Unconscious Bias, The Temperature
of Me and You, Nowhere Boy



E Tyler, “Why This Book is About YOU (Even If It Isn't). I met the author briefly at a book festival
where I heard him speak on a panel of four. At the end of a full day of hearing from many capable
authors about their work, I left with the intention of buying just one book: "The Best At It."I am not
a pre-teen myself. And while I’ve mentored teens and young adults for decades, I am not
currently in the mix with middle-school kids. So why this book? The fact is that I found Maulik
Pancholy so genuine and compelling as a speaker and real person—so passionate about this
particular book project—that I couldn't help but follow my curiosity and see how he conveyed
himself in writing.I'm pleased to say that I found the book a delightfully accurate reflection of its
author: genuine, compelling, passionate.At the time of purchase, the bold-type header of the
synopsis describes this book as a middle grade story “about a gay Indian American boy coming
into his own.” And that is true. Yet at the same time—it isn’t.I’ll illustrate what I mean by analogy. It
seems "The Hobbit" was a favorite of both Maulik’s and mine growing up. I felt deeply connected
to both Bilbo Baggins and his quest. But was Tolkien’s story “about a reluctant hobbit from The
Shire who goes on a quest to save Middle Earth”? Again, yes—but then again, not really.As far
as I was concerned as a reader, it was about ME. I didn’t need to have hairy feet to feel self-
conscious about my body. Nor did I need Gandolph’s call in order to experience the gnawing
feeling that there must be more to life. I wasn’t thrust into keeping company with dwarves; yet I
knew all too well the struggles of fitting in with people who felt very different from myself. With
neither Gollum nor a mystical ring, I understood trial and the struggle of trying to do the right
thing when faced with temptation; and though I never had to face Smaug, I had plenty of my own
dragon’s lurking.Apply the same mindset to “The Best At It.” Does it matter whether Bilbo or
Rahul happen to be my age? Whether the culture, language and customs to which I’m being
introduced are those of Middle Earth or of an Indian family from Indiana? Does it matter whether
the person we most trust is a wizard or a wise old “Bhai”? Whether the character’s traveling
companions are displaced dwarves or math league misfits? Whether the “Big Bad” is a scaly
behemoth or the bully next door? Whether the quest is saving a fictional world—or saving
ourselves?That's all to say—I highly recommend "The Best At It" to YOU, regardless of whether
or not your personal details happen to match those of the protagonist, Rahul, in every regard. No
matter who you are as a reader, I believe you’ll see yourself in the pages of this story. You’ll get
wrapped up in it. You'll feel it for reasons all your own.And that is as every good story should be.”

Avani Patel, “Everyone should read this book!. I absolutely loved this book! I was so good that I
bought 5 more books to gift to my nieces and nephews. This book is as equally as good for
adults to read as it is for children (3rd grade and up). This book addresses several topics
including diversity and inclusion, bullying, trying to fit in, and growing up as a first generation
American. As I read this book, I reflected back at my own childhood experiences and wish I had
a book like this to read when I was in middle school. There also issues in the book that I could



relate to as an adult, like members of your own family (or a family friend) not making you feel
accepted. Maulik did a wonderful job in his debut novel, I hope he is planning on writing a
sequel.  I would love to know what Rahul is up to during his high school years.”

Hannah White, “The Best of Them (Also ... it came signed?). This! Book! Also my copy got here
and I'm like 99% sure it's signed by the author?? Which is really cool and I don't know how that
happened, but I'm not complaining!I didn't intend to stay up till 1 AM on a school night, but that's
exactly what happened. This was so fun and lighthearted but also really deep and heavy at the
same time? Somehow? I don't know how Pancholy did it, but he certainly pulled off something
remarkable. I was smiling pretty much the entire time I read this, except for those moments
where I had my hand over my mouth as my heart cracked into pieces. There were a good many
of those moments. (I'm looking at you, Brent. And the bank. That freaking bank.) But I was also
doubled over laughing out loud multiple times. (The scene in the basement where they're getting
Rahul's headshots and Arun walks in on them made me cry with laughter. Just. Siblings.) And
the diversity of this book was so beautiful and fun to read. I loved reading about Indian American
culture, and how the two have meshed together to make something beautiful and, at least for
me, not commonly seen in my area. I loved the idea of a Bazaar and wish my community held
something like this. There were so many important topics explored in this book, and somehow
Pancholy delved into it with laughter and joy. I'm still in awe. Pancholy is releasing a new book
next year, and I'm definitely reading it and everything else he publishes because I need more
stories like this in my life.”

Christina Phillips Hemperly, “Enrich your mind and heart by reading this book!. This book is
aimed toward young adults, but I found the book lovely and well-worth reading and I'm in my
50's! There are themes of joy and hope, family, accountability, and friendship. Visibility is given to
the NORMALCY we Americans of non-European cultures live. I cried during this reading and
later had to reflect on why. I was saddened that nothing like this existed during my childhood.
And I was saddened that I didn't have this book to offer children during my 20+ years of
teaching. I believe every school library should offer this to kids. It's the kind of book that can
remove layers of inner fear and anxiety for young people who are struggling through their
transition into adulthood.”

SoFi, “One of the best young adult books. Heartwarming! Relatable! Funny!”

Christopher Menhorn, “Fun Story. Great story for kids trying to find themselves.”

Crystal, “sensitive and sweet. Such a beautiful, sensitive, sweet, moving book.”

Anand, “How old were you when you wanted to discover more about yourself?. Do you read
#MiddleGradeBooks? I have always been a HUGE FAN of Middle Grade Books. Relevant



themes dealt with sensitivity, simplicity and clarity. #tween and #teen lives brought to life in all its
chaos, confusion and also the journey of self-exploration.#TheBestAtIt by
@maulikpancholybrings to life the colourful Indian culture of the diaspora in the U.S. I would
have liked to see more role for the diverse representation in the book.I loved the familial
equations within the Kapoor clan. The potry and fart talk of the younger brother added more age-
wise authenticity to the book.I absolutely loved it that Ra experiments and puts in a lot of efforts
in different fields, as part of his exploration of what he is best at. (I am a big advocate of just
putting in efforts, irrespective of the results)His #anxiety, #SexualOrientation etc are all part of
his growth. That made the book more holistic, without being of just one thing.Read for
#PrideMonth #pride  #ReadWithPride #SouthAsianDiaspora #LGBTQA , #MentalHealth”

Hemant Paste, “Amazing story!. Loved the story and the characters. This book lis like a warm
lovable hug from a loved one after a difficult day”

Ruben Ortega, “Fácil de leer. Un inglés asequible y la historia está bien. Recomendable y útil
para aprender inglés.”

The book by Maulik Pancholy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 138 people have provided feedback.
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